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Collaborative Sequencing (CoSeq) is the process by which a group collaboratively constructs a sequence.
CoSeq is ubiquitous, occurring across diverse situations like trip planning, course scheduling, or book writing.
Building a consensus on a sequence is desirable to groups. However, accomplishing this requires groups
to dedicate significant effort to comprehensively discuss preferences and resolve conflicts. Furthermore, as
numerous decisions must be assessed to construct a sequence, this challenge can be exacerbated in CoSeq.
However, little research has aimed to effectively support consensus building in CoSeq. As a first step to
systematically understand and support consensus building in CoSeq, we conducted a formative study to gain
insights into how visual awareness may facilitate the holistic recognition of preferences and the resolution of
conflicts within a group. From the study, we identified design requirements to support consensus building and
designed a novel visual awareness technique for CoSeq. We instantiated this design in a collaborative travel
itinerary planning system, Twine, and conducted a summative study to evaluate its effects. We found that
visual awareness could decrease the effort of communicating preferences by 21%, and participants’ comments
suggest that it also encouraged group members to behave more cooperatively when building a consensus. We
discuss future research directions to further explore the needs and challenges in this unique context and to
advance the development of support for CoSeq tasks.
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INTRODUCTION

Collaborative Sequencing (CoSeq) is a task in which a group of members collaboratively constructs
a sequence by selecting items from a set of possible alternatives and arranging these items into a
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particular order. People commonly engage in such tasks in both casual and formal contexts: when
planning a trip with friends [48], determining a curriculum for coursework [64], structuring sections
of a book, and scheduling the writing process [50]. It is desirable for group members to build a
consensus regarding a sequence in scenarios where the members are collectively responsible for
and affected by that sequence [10]. This is because, when compared to other group decision-making
processes like majority vote, consensus building has been shown to lead to higher satisfaction
regarding the task and interpersonal relationships among group members [21]. Consequently, for
example, it might be more preferable for a group of tourists to reach a consensus on the sequence
of attractions they will visit during their trip, than to decide by voting.
Despite the benefits of consensus building, reaching a decision based on all of the group members’
consensus is challenging. For instance, members must expend significant time and communication effort to express their opinions and to develop a comprehensive awareness of the group’s
preferences [10]. Additionally, factors such as individual biases [60] and unequal participation in
discussions [33] may further hinder the ability of groups to reach an effective consensus.
Group decision-making and consensus building have been core research topics in CSCW [6, 9, 30,
39]. For example, substantial research has been dedicated into understanding and supporting design
discussions [69], criteria-based decision-making [43], and collaborative analysis [35]. However,
despite the ubiquity of CoSeq, it has received relatively less attention within the CSCW and HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) communities, leaving the challenges inherent in consensus building
unaddressed in CoSeq tasks. Therefore, further exploration into this unique context is required to
effectively support this type of task.
The overarching goal of this work is to determine a design that can effectively facilitate consensus
building in CoSeq. Prior work has demonstrated the benefit of visual awareness in decision-making
contexts. Visual awareness denotes visual support which allows the user to maintain awareness
of task-related elements such as group members’ opinions and actions, and the overall state
of the process. In several tasks, visual awareness of members’ preferences in groups has been
demonstrated to decrease communication effort [22] and advance discussions [30]. Inspired by
these, we aimed to gain a deeper understanding of how to effectively facilitate group awareness
in CoSeq. In our formative study, we generated four notable prototypes based on prior work of
collaborative information seeking [29], information visualization [4], and graph theory [3, 7, 19].
Using these prototypes, we conducted a qualitative study with four users to elicit aspects that are
useful for gaining awareness of preferences within a group. We boiled down these aspects into three
design requirements that aim to support groups’ consensus building through visual awareness.
In particular, visual awareness should help groups assess the overall level of agreement, focus on
the differences between members’ selection and ordering of items, and guide them to determine
specific actions that they could take to reach a consensus.
To evaluate how such visual awareness affects group communication and consensus building
in CoSeq, we designed a collaborative travel itinerary planning system, Twine. Using Twine, we
conducted a within-subjects controlled study with 45 participants—15 teams of three travelers each.
Findings from our study indicate that the participants perceived the consensus building process in
CoSeq to be more efficient and effective with visual awareness than without it. Regarding efficiency,
we investigated the effort and time required to reach a consensus, and found that visual awareness
reduced participants’ effort in expressing opinions by 21% and that of inquiring about members’
opinions by 22%. Regarding effectiveness, we investigated participants’ perceptions regarding
both the overall satisfaction of their group members during the consensus building process as
well as individual satisfaction towards the final outcome. Our results showed that, while the
perceived group satisfaction increased significantly with visual awareness, individual satisfaction
did not. A qualitative analysis of participants’ responses suggests our visual awareness technique
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can encourage group members to be more receptive to others’ opinions, but can also potentially
pressure them to conform to others’ opinions. From the study findings, we also identified design
implications to further facilitate and enhance groups’ consensus building processes in diverse
CoSeq scenarios.
This work offers the following contributions:
• Design Requirements for a CoSeq Task - Formative Study: Through our formative
study, we characterize common challenges and needs in CoSeq and determine a set of three
design requirements that could facilitate successful consensus building.
• Design of a Research Prototype - Twine : Informed by the design requirements, we
present a novel technique that leverages visual awareness to facilitate group communication
and consensus building in CoSeq.
• Experimental Results about Efficiency and Effectiveness of Twine - Summative Study:
We present empirical evidence that shows how our design can facilitate CoSeq in terms of task
efficiency and effectiveness through our collection of behavioral and attitudinal measures.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We review related work in four main areas: (1) systems that support sequencing, mostly for
individual users, (2) consensus building theory, (3) system-supported consensus building, and (4)
techniques for sequence comparison.
2.1

Approaches to Support Sequencing

In this work, we define sequences as directed, acyclic paths of nodes (i.e., selected items). The nodes
possess quantitative and/or qualitative attributes, and are interrelated such that pairs of consequent
nodes are connected by edges which are weighted by quantitative and/or qualitative values. For
example, in the case of book structuring, each chapter has a quantitative page length and qualitative
content, and consequent chapters have a qualitative logical progression. Additionally, as a whole,
sequences may be constrained (e.g., limiting the total page length of a book). Due to the number
of decisions, alternatives and related factors that need to be assessed, effectively constructing a
sequence can be challenging. Thus, many researchers have aimed to design systems that facilitate
sequence construction—i.e., sequencing.
Recommender systems, which often leverage large-scale data, have been a common approach [11,
13, 31, 55, 58]. Xnavi [48] assists a traveler’s itinerary planning process by recommending common
subsequences of activities which are extracted from past tourists’ driving histories. To provide advisors with action plan recommendations for their students, EventAction [14] exploits event sequences
in the academic records of past students. In the space of storyboarding, Tharatipyakul et al. [59]
designed a system which allows the user to sequence and color-code frames to visually compare
variations of a storyboard. Alternatively, Mobi [66] and Crowdcierge [52] used crowdsourcing to
harness human computation to generate travel itineraries for requesters. These systems, however,
only address the sequencing tasks of individuals. In the case of the crowdsourcing systems, they
supported collaborating crowdworkers but their sequence construction is based on the requirements and preferences of a single requester. Therefore, they were not designed to facilitate the
decision-making process through which several individuals may discuss opinions to construct and
reach an agreement on a sequence. Most related to CoSeq tasks, Cobi [37] facilitates collaborative
conference scheduling through communitysourcing and constraint-solving support. However, the
system focuses on the task of allocating papers into sessions and provides no support for the
sequencing of papers within sessions such that they follow a logical progression. Recently, Kim
et al. [38] provided preliminary observations on the effect of visual support in CoSeq. We extend
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this work by providing in-depth insights on the design of visual awareness for CoSeq tasks and
implications for future design.
2.2

Theoretical Constructs of Group Consensus Building

CoSeq tasks involve group members jointly constructing a sequence based on their individual
opinions (e.g., preferences, knowledge or expertise) regarding the multiple qualitative and quantitative attributes of nodes and edges in the sequence. Due to the complex relationships between
the members’ opinions and the multi-criteria nature of sequences, CoSeq tasks are problems with
no correct answers—categorized as group tasks of the “decision-making task” type in McGrath’s
circumplex model [45]. Due to the lack of a clear solution, these types of tasks can benefit from
group members building a consensus to reach a decision. Consensus building increases stakeholders
willingness to commit to a proposal [8]—in the case of CoSeq, a sequence—by resolving present
disagreements or conflicts to produce more high-quality and acceptable outcomes [57]. Due to
the merits of consensus building, Briggs et al. [8] introduced a general process model to guide
the application of this process in diverse group tasks. The model consists of four main steps: (1) a
member makes a proposal, (2) the group evaluates their willingness to commit to it, (3) the group
identifies conflicts, and (4) lastly, they resolve the conflicts.
While consensus building is applicable to CoSeq tasks, the suitability of the process depends on
the context of the task. Firstly, the process is desirable when members are collectively responsible
for the outcome [10] and individual errors in judgment have significant consequences [51]. As
individual errors can incur significant cost to all members, ensuring that members have a consensus
on the final sequence is crucial. However, in groups where the leader or specific individuals will be
more responsible for a decision (e.g., parents’ expenses during a family vacation with their young
children) consensus building may not be suitable as only on a subset of the group members are
subjected to the costs of members’ collective opinions. Additionally, consensus building requires
that members have a high willingness to discuss and negotiate to resolve potential conflicts [65].
Thus, groups with significant status disparities [57] or disagreements regarding the status of
members [36] are not suitable for consensus building as members may not be willing to contribute
to the discussion or be unresponsive to others’ contributions. Finally, due to the time necessary to
build a consensus, applying the process in urgent or emergency scenarios can be more detrimental
when compared to faster decision-making methods such as majority voting [57]. Thus, in our work,
we consider non-urgent CoSeq tasks in which group members are equal in responsibility and status.
Additionally, fundamental challenges can impede its successful execution. For successful consensus building, members must express their opinions regarding proposals and, then, identify
disagreements that may exist between members’ opinions and resolve these through discussion [5].
However, these processes can require significant time and effort in communication [10]. The laborious nature of the process may lead groups to avoid or ignore conflicts which leads to false
consensus [18], where members hold disagreements with the final decision but failed to address
them during the discussion process. Besides the effort required, various social factors may further
hinder the effectiveness of the process. For instance, effective consensus building requires members
to adequately consider each others’ opinions [10]. However, through the anchoring effect, members
may become “anchored” to their initial opinions and remain unaffected from learning about others’
opinions [21, 60]. Additionally, Avery et al. [5] advised that it is essential to maintain an accessible
discussion during consensus building such that all members can participate and express their
opinions. Discussions, however, have been shown to easily become dominated or affected by one
member or a small subset of the group [33, 41]. For example, Stettinger et al. [56] showed that the
first member to express their preferences had a detrimental influence on the consequent discussion.
To mitigate these challenges that surround the process, consensus building literature recommends
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the use of a facilitator [10]. However, as effective facilitators or leaders may not be present in all
types of groups, our work instead explores the application of visual awareness to facilitate the
consensus building process in CoSeq tasks.
2.3

Approaches for Supporting Group Consensus Building

Due to the merits of consensus but the difficulty in effectively building it, previous work has
introduced system support to facilitate the process. Inspired by previous work which supported
the tasks of individuals by visualizing the behaviors of other users [62] and supporting social
navigation [12], a substantial amount of work has explored the use of visual awareness for group
tasks [24, 26, 27, 32, 61]. For example, Goyal and Fussell [21] provided visual awareness, in the form
of sensemaking translucence, to allow group members track their whole group’s activities during
collaborative analysis. This visual awareness approach has also been adopted to support consensus
building by visualizing opinions in groups [2, 49, 69]. Although these systems effectively supported
consensus building by increasing awareness of others’ opinions and facilitating the identification
of conflicts, all of them supported tasks that involve deciding on a single item. For example, Hong
et al. [29] extended dynamic queries [1] to visualize the preferences on criteria set by members of a
group to facilitate the collaborative filtering and selection of a location from a list of alternatives.
Similarly, ConsensUs [43] facilitated the process of selecting a candidate for an engineering school
by allowing the user to rate alternatives based on criteria, and to identify conflicts with their group
members’ ratings by visually comparing the ratings. As CoSeq involves multiple decisions, these
approaches would demand significant effort from groups to iteratively specify preferences for
each decision. Furthermore, as decisions in CoSeq are interrelated since they come together in one
sequence, iterative decision-making may obscure these relationships. Inspired by previous work
but noticing the unique challenges of CoSeq, we formulate that individually constructed sequences
can be leveraged to represent members’ opinions, and that facilitating the visual comparison of
these can support visual awareness and consensus building in CoSeq.
2.4

Techniques for Sequence Comparison

Our work investigates supporting visual awareness in CoSeq through sequence comparison. As
sequences are a subclass of graphs, comparison techniques developed in the field of graph theory
could be applicable to sequence comparison. For instance, graph edit distance is a common tool
used to quantitatively measure the similarity between graphs [7, 19], and adjacency matrices
are frequently used to support visual comparison [3]. However, as these were designed for more
general structures, they might be unable to capture and leverage the characteristics specific to
sequences—such as their unidirectionality, and the importance of the relative position of nodes in
the sequence. In contrast, one line of work investigated the design of visualization tools specifically
for large sequence datasets [15, 44, 47, 63, 68]. For example, Monroe et al. [47] developed a system
that aggregates and visualizes noisy sequence data from electronic health records. While these
techniques are effective for the identification of general trends in large amounts of sequences,
they cannot adequately support the exploration of detailed similarities and differences between
sequences. In CoSeq, detail is necessary to allow groups to develop a comprehensive awareness
of members’ preferences. Most relevant to our work is Delta [40], which supported sequence
comparison by merging them through the technique by Andrews et al. [4]. However, Delta only
allowed for the comparison of two sequences at a time. Extending its support beyond pairwise
comparison can be a challenge due to the greater difficulty of comparing three or more items [20].
In summary, findings in CSCW, HCI, and Information Visualization (InfoVis) communities
show that visually externalizing group members’ preferences and actions in group work, such as
collaborative data analysis [27] and collaborative information-seeking [29], could lead to better
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outcomes. However, we identified that there is a lack of systemic and dedicated approaches aiming
to understand how to specifically support CoSeq. To bridge this gap, we conduct a formative study
to gain a deeper understanding of improving CoSeq through visual awareness.
3

FORMATIVE STUDY

Inspired by previous work, we postulate that considering the right strategy when designing
groupware with visual awareness can improve the outcomes of CoSeq tasks. This is because an
effective design can help the user to more easily compare their own preferred choices with those of
their group members and allow the group to determine a sequence that reflects every necessary
perspective from the various stakeholders. To educate our design for visual awareness in CoSeq,
we conducted a formative study.
3.1

Method

Through our literature review, we identified four techniques that could be adapted to satisfy the
requirements of CoSeq—specifically, allow for the simultaneous and detailed comparison of more
than two sequences. Then, we designed prototypes based on each of these techniques and adapted
them to support CoSeq (shown in Fig. 1). Below, we provide descriptions of the four prototypes:
• Lists of nodes and edges: this presents a list of nodes (i.e., selected items from a user) and a
list of edges (i.e., pairs of adjacent nodes a user connected) with visual cues that show which
nodes and edges are agreed-upon by which members of a group through the color-coding
technique by Hong et al. [29] (vertical bars in the list of nodes and edges in Fig. 1 (a) show
the visual cues).
• A merged graph: based on the technique by Andrews et al. [4], this prototype merges
multiple sequences in a single graph, applying color-coding to present a group’s node and
edge selections (see Fig. 1 (b)).
• A visualized edit distance: this prototype displays group members’ sequences in a row and
visualizes the operations in the edit distance (i.e., add, remove, and move) between sequences
next to each other in the row (see Fig. 1 (c)).
• An adjacency matrix: an adjacency matrix that visualizes each member’s “from” choices
(rows in Fig. 1 (d)) and “to” choices (columns in Fig. 1 (d)), based on Alper et al. [3]’s work
that demonstrated the effectiveness of adjacency matrices for graph comparison.
With these four prototypes, we conducted a formative study to understand their strengths and
weaknesses. Specifically, our primary goal was to understand how effective each prototype was
at granting the user awareness of preferences within a group, as well as the user’s challenges
and potential needs during this process. To concretize a domain for the study, we selected travel
itinerary planning among the possible CoSeq domains. This domain was chosen for this study—and
the subsequent summative study–as travel itinerary planning is a commonly occurring task in
real-life scenarios [30], and we wanted to ensure that we could recruit an adequate number of
participants with sufficient experience, expertise and interest in the chosen CoSeq task. Additionally,
previous work has shown this task to have complexity beyond being a travelling salesman problem,
due to the emergence of conflicts between people’s preferences [67]. In our study, we showed the
four prototypes and observed how our participants used it. We recruited participants gradually
until we were able to determine patterns that show general difficulties and needs. As a result, we
worked with four participants who had experience in travel planning in groups (age M=22.8, two
males and two females).
In this study, participants were asked to individually compare three itineraries constructed by
three fictitious travelers, and construct a sequence by considering the preferences of all the group
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Fig. 1. The four prototypes: (a) list of nodes and edges; (b) merged graph; (c) visualized edit distance; and (d)
adjacency matrix.

members. The participants were allowed to freely use any of the prototypes to evaluate and compare
the given itineraries. Designed as a think-aloud study, the participants were encouraged to vocalize
their thoughts and reasoning for their actions throughout the task. After the task, we conducted
semi-structured interviews for an hour in which participants were asked to reflect on the strengths
and weaknesses of each prototype, and comment on additional support they needed but that was
not provided by any of the prototypes. Participants were also provided with a separate sheet which
contained the monetary costs of all the points-of-interest (POIs) present in the three itineraries and
a map which showed the location of each POI. When constructing the sequence, participants were
asked to maintain the total cost of selected POIs below a specified maximum value and to ensure
that the route of POIs was realistic—considering the distance between POIs and without significant
winding. These factors were enforced on participants to recreate real-world CoSeq scenarios in
which the weight of edges (i.e., distance between locations), ordering of nodes, and overall sequence
constraints must be considered.
Participants’ comments throughout the sessions were recorded and transcribed, and observations
of participants’ use of the four prototypes were also noted. To analyze this data, we conducted an
iterative qualitative coding process. Informed by Saldaña’s comprehensive manual on qualitative
coding methods [53], one of the authors first applied an initial coding method to gain an in-depth
understanding of the data and its nuances. After initial similarities and differences within the
data were identified, a pattern coding method was applied as the initial codes showed patterns in
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participants’ behaviors. An additional author revised the initial codes and then participated in a
discussion with the initial author to perform the pattern coding.
3.2

Design Requirements

Through the analysis of participants’ comments and behaviors, we identified the life span of how
a user builds a consensus in CoSeq: (1) identifying selection agreements, (2) focusing on ordering
disagreements, and (3) deciding on which actions to take to gradually reach a consensus. For each
stage, the formative study findings granted insights into why and how visual awareness is leveraged
in each stage. Also, we discovered that no single prototype could adequately support the entire life
span. Based on these insights, we derived three high-level design requirements which could serve
as a useful framework for designers who aim to facilitate consensus building in CoSeq through
visual awareness (DR1, DR2, and DR3 listed below).
DR1: Display Selection Agreements at a Glance: We found that participants appreciated
having visual awareness in CoSeq because it enabled them to spot what aspects in a sequence were
agreed-upon by the group. Specifically, all four participants first identified nodes and edges (i.e.,
pairs of consecutive nodes) which were selected by multiple group members. For this purpose,
they relied on the prototypes which allowed them to identify these similarities at a glance—such as
the lists of nodes and edges, and the adjacency matrix. On the other hand, the prototypes which
compared sequences in detail—such as lines connecting different nodes in a merged graph—were
less useful. For example, P1 mentioned, “I like [the list of nodes and edges] as it easily shows what
[nodes are] popular without adding too much information.” This aspect suggests the importance of
designing visual awareness in CoSeq such that the user can immediately and easily capture selection
agreements between sequences. Although this resembles Shneiderman’s visual information seeking
mantra [54]—“overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”—our findings provide specific
details on the type of overview needed in CoSeq tasks: an overview of selection agreements.
DR2: Present Ordering Differences on Demand to Induce Actions for Consensus: After
identifying agreed-upon selections between the sequences, we found that participants used these
parts as anchors to identify differences in ordering—i.e., conflicts that needed to be addressed. In
particular, we found that participants characterized these differences into two types: (1) nodes
or edges that appear in several members’ sequences but that differ in their positions in each
sequence (i.e., near the beginning, middle, or end of a sequence), and (2) agreed-upon parts in the
sequences that have different nodes adjacent to them. For this purpose, participants mentioned the
merit of prototypes that provided detailed information on these types of ordering differences. For
example, P2 and P3 used the move operations in Fig. 1 (c)—the lines that show how the position of
a node should be moved in a sequence to match another sequence—to see the distance between
the positions of the same node in different sequences. In turn, this visual awareness of ordering
differences allowed participants to realize what the conflicts obstructing consensus were and
between which sequences they were present. This pattern of behavior indicates the design of visual
awareness in CoSeq should allow users to “zoom and filter” on agreed-on selections and obtain
“details-on-demand” regarding the ordering differences. Again, while these suggestions resemble
those presented in Shneiderman’s mantra [54], our findings present specific details to satisfy the
mantra in CoSeq tasks.
DR3: Display Actions for Conflict Resolution and their Consequences: After identifying
disagreements, a common pain point that participants mentioned was to determine the possible
ways in which the disagreements could be resolved. Specifically, they wanted to know how specific
changes to one sequence would affect the agreement between all the sequences. For example,
P2 mentioned, “I wish I could make Photoshop-like layers so I could quickly test a change on one
[sequence] and see how that would change how similar the [sequences] are to each other.” This type of
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visual awareness was required in order for participants to easily evaluate whether a certain action
they planned to take would increase or decrease the degree of agreement within a group, and how
significantly. This aspect of visual awareness has not been discussed in previous work. None of
the four prototypes effectively afforded as such; the prototypes present visual awareness about
agreements and disagreements of multiple sequences rather than providing visual awareness on
how the sequences could be changed and how such changes would affect the group’s consensus.
This finding implies that the design of visual awareness in CoSeq must also facilitate possible
actions and explain the consequences of these actions. Fulfilling this requirement can allow a user
to leverage visual awareness to clearly identify effective actions for reaching a consensus.
4

TWINE: IMPLEMENTING VISUAL AWARENESS FOR COSEQ

To fulfill these three requirements, we designed a novel visual awareness technique for CoSeq and
instantiated this design by constructing Twine, a web-based research prototype designed for travel
itinerary planning. Before describing our visual awareness technique, we illustrate the system to
contextualize the design. Twine consists of two screens: the individual screen and the collaborative
screen. In the individual screen, the user independently constructs their preferred sequence. This
step was included as previous work [46, 56] has noted that it is preferable for members to form their
preferences independently from their group. Next, the user and their group members proceed to
the collaborative screen through which they compare sequences and discuss to reach a consensus,
with the support of our visual awareness technique.
Below, we walk through a scenario which first presents the details of Twine, and then illustrates
the functionalities and advantages of our visual awareness technique.

Fig. 2. The individual screen in Twine. From left to right: the sequence space, the list of POIs, and the map.
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Individual Screen

Elana is planning to go on a weekend trip to Portland with her two friends, Santiago and Annie,
and she wants to use Twine for this purpose. After accessing the website, she creates a session and
is provided with a unique URL for her group’s session which she then shares with her friends.
Once all of her friends access the URL she shared, Elana proceeds to the individual screen (Fig. 2)
and her friends also proceed to their own individual screens. In this screen, Elana starts browsing
through the list of points-of-interest (POIs) available in the city. As she scrolls through the list, she
reads details on each POI and, if they appeal to her, she adds them to her sequence by clicking
on the list entry. She can see all the POIs she has added in the sequence space, with each POI
represented by a rectangular node labeled with the location’s name and a unique icon.
After Elana finishes selecting all the POIs that she liked, she decides to look at the map to see if
their ordering is appropriate. She notices markers in the map which are labelled with the icons
representing each POI in her sequence, and lines illustrating the path of her sequence. By looking
at the map, Elana realizes that “Caffe Mingo” (pentagon icon) is far from “Forest Park” (triangle
icon), the location she planned to visit before the cafe. However, she also realizes that “Caffe Mingo”
is close to “Lan Su Chinese Garden” (pause icon), which she planned to visit last. Therefore, in the
sequence space, she drags-and-drops “Caffe Mingo” to the space after “Lan Su Chinese Garden”.
This changes the ordering of Elana’s sequence and, as she is satisfied with the result, she submits
her sequence by pressing the “Done” button. After waiting for all of her friends to also submit their
sequences, Elana and her friends proceed to the collaborative screen.
4.2

Collaborative Screen

The collaborative screen (Fig. 3) is similar to the previous screen, except that Elana notices the chat
feature at the bottom right, which she uses to greet her friends, Annie and Santiago (Fig. 3a). She
also notices that she can now see her friends’ sequences next to her own sequence in the sequence
space (Fig. 3b). She recognizes which sequence belongs to each friend by the label at the top of each,
and sees that each friend has been assigned a unique color. Elena can modify her own sequence and,
while she cannot modify her group members’ sequences, she can see modifications they make in
real-time. In this screen, Elana and her friends must discuss in the chat and modify their individual
sequences. The system confirms that the group has reached a consensus once all the members’
individual sequences are the same. However, Elana finds it difficult to inspect her friends’ sequences
and understand whether they have similar or different preferences to hers. Therefore, she explores
the additional support provided by the system, the visual awareness technique.
4.3

Visual Awareness Technique for CoSeq

The three design requirements identified through our formative study led to the design of our
visual awareness technique, which consists of three main components: color-coding of shared nodes,
ordering details on hover, and list of missing nodes. The color-coding of shared nodes displays colored
tabs next to the user’s selected nodes which indicate which of the other members have also chosen
the same node. This satisfies DR1, “provide selection agreements at a glance”. If a node has only
been selected by the user, it is colored gray to signify that the user must remove it to reach a
consensus—satisfying DR3, “display actions for conflict resolution and their consequence”. If the user
hovers over a node in their own sequence, the ordering details on hover highlights that node in the
other members’ sequences, if they also selected it, to facilitate comparison of relative positions.
Also, it displays the actions the user can take to match members’ sequences with respect to nodes
adjacent to the hovered over node. This satisfies DR2, “present ordering differences on demand to
induce actions for consensus”, and DR3. Finally, the list of missing nodes displays nodes that the
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Fig. 3. The collaborative screen of Twine presents a chat window (a), the user’s sequence, her members’
sequences (b), and the visual awareness technique. The figure shows the user using the color-coding of shared
nodes to identify that only she selected the “Oregon Zoo” node, and then removing that node from her
sequence.

user did not select but their group members have, and allows the user to easily see which members
have selected it—satisfying DR1—and add these nodes to their own sequence—satisfying DR3. We
illustrate each component in detail through our user scenario and figures below.
Color-coding of Shared Nodes (Fig. 3): If Elana wants to understand which of her friends also
selected a node that she selected, she can examine the colored stubs to the right of that node in her
sequence (DR1). For example, Elana looks at the node for “Pastini” in her sequence, and sees that
one stub is colored green, the color that represents her friend Annie, which shows that Annie also
selected “Pastini”. However, the other stub is colored gray which shows that her friend Santiago
did not include it in his sequence. Additionally, Elana notices that her node for “Oregon Zoo” is
fully encoded in gray. This allows her to easily recognize that she was the only one that selected
the zoo (DR2) and that, by removing it, she can come closer to an agreement with her friends (DR3).
Knowing this, she removes the zoo from her sequence by clicking on the ‘X’ mark on that node.
Ordering Details on Hover (Fig. 4): Elana notices that both of her friends also selected “Forest
Park” in their sequences. Her group must now agree on when to visit this park. Therefore, to
compare her ordering of the park to how her friends ordered it in their sequences, Elena hovers
over the park’s node. This highlights that node in her friends’ sequences which allows Elana to
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Fig. 4. With the ordering details on hover, the user can compare the relative positions of a node, through the
highlighting, and the adjacent nodes, through the details displayed next to the node. With this information,
the user discusses nodes adjacent to the “Forest Park” node with her group, and decides to add and position
the “Q Restaurant & Bar” node in her sequence.

easily see that Annie positioned it close to the beginning in her sequence like Elena did (DR1), but
Santiago positioned the park closer to the end of his sequence. Satisfied by seeing that she at least
agrees with Annie, she now decides to compare the POIs she planned to visit before and after the
park with those her friends planned to visit before and after. In other words, she wants to compare
the nodes adjacent to the park’s node. To do this, Elena hovers over the park’s node to bring out
details regarding adjacent nodes. Elana sees that, while she included “Caffe Mingo” (pentagon icon)
after the park, her friend Annie had “Q Restaurant & Bar” (hash icon) after the park (DR2). In the
chat, Elana asks Annie why she has “Q Restaurant & Bar” after the park, and Annie explains that it
is closer to the park. With the details displayed, Elana sees that, to follow Annie’s recommendation,
she must add the restaurant to her sequence, as she had not selected it, and move it to the position
after the park (DR3).
List of Missing Nodes (Fig. 5): With the color-coding of shared nodes, Elana can determine
which of her friends also selected nodes that she selected. However, using only that component,
she is unable to easily recognize nodes her friends selected but that she did not select. For this
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Fig. 5. The list of missing nodes is displayed below the user’s sequence. With the list, the user notices that her
two group members selected the “Tilkum Crossing” node but she did not. After a discussion about this node,
she removes the “Pastini” node from her sequence to accommodate space, and adds the “Tilkum Crossing”
node to her sequence by clicking the plus button next to that node in the list.

purpose, Elana uses the list of missing nodes which is shown below her sequence in the screen. By
scrolling through the list, Elana can easily see which locations her friends have included in their
sequences (DR1) and can also see how popular each one is with the colored stubs—these function
in the same way as those used for the color-coding of shared nodes. With the list, Elana notices that
both of her friends have included “Tilikum Crossing” in their sequences and that, by adding it, her
preferences would become closer to her friends’ (DR3). After discussing it with her friends, she
agrees that visiting “Tilikum Crossing” will be enjoyable and therefore adds it to her own sequence
by clicking on the plus button in the list.
4.4 Implementation
We implemented Twine’s interface with Javascript, ReactJS, and CSS. The backend was implemented
through a Node.js server and MongoDB database. To allow for chat messages and sequence changes
to be communicated in real-time between group members, we used the Socket.io library.
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SUMMATIVE STUDY

With our system Twine, we conducted a controlled lab study to investigate the effect of our visual
awareness technique on the efficiency and effectiveness of the consensus building process of groups
during a CoSeq task. As previous work has demonstrated that visual awareness can facilitate
the process of establishing a common ground in other group tasks [29], we hypothesized that
visual awareness can reduce the time and effort in reaching a consensus in CoSeq—i.e., increase
efficiency. Also, previous work showed that visual awareness can encourage group members to be
more considerate of others’ preferences [49]. Thus, we believe that providing visual awareness in
CoSeq can also encourage groups to incorporate the preference of more members and increase
overall satisfaction regarding the process and outcome—i.e., increase effectiveness. Therefore, our
hypotheses are:
• H1: Providing the visual awareness technique will reduce the time and effort required to
build a consensus in CoSeq and increase participants’ perceived efficiency regarding the
overall process.
• H2: Providing the visual awareness technique will increase participants’ perceived effectiveness regarding the consensus building process and their individual satisfaction towards the
final sequence constructed.
5.1

Method

We present details regarding the setting and procedure of our study.
5.1.1 Participants.
We recruited 15 groups of three friends (age M=22.0, SD=1.81, 37 males and 8 females). The
participants applied in groups of their choice. All 45 participants were unique—none of them
participated in the study more than once. Each participant was compensated KRW 20,000 (~$17.00)
for a 90-minute task. We controlled for possible factors related to group dynamics which could have
had a significant influence on the consensus building processes of groups: the number of members
in each group was constrained to three to control for group size; only groups of friends were
recruited to control for hierarchy among members and relationship strength; and only students
from a local university were allowed to participate to control for homogeneity within groups.
Recruitment was carried out through online forums. Additionally, we chose a synchronous and
dispersed setting for all the groups: group members participated in the task simultaneously, but
were physically separated to prevent verbal communication. This setting was chosen to prevent
delays in communication due to asynchronicity and to limit the avenues of communication to
chatting through our system.
5.1.2 Apparatus.
We conducted a within-subjects experiment by manipulating visual support. A within-subjects
design was taken as it is commonly applied in group studies [16, 29, 42]. Also, subjecting each
group to all conditions reduces possible noise on the observed effect attributed to factors related to
individual group members (e.g., preferences) and the relationships between group members. Two
versions of Twine were compared (shown in Fig. 6): (a) Control condition: a baseline version which
only juxtaposed the members’ sequences in the sequence space of the collaborative screen, and
(b) VA condition: a version with the visual awareness technique embedded in the sequence space.
The two conditions differed only in the sequence space of the collaborative screen. The individual
screens and the other components in the collaborative screens (i.e., list of POIs, map, and chat) were
the same. To allow for a fair comparison between the two conditions, we chose two cities in the US,
namely Portland (Oregon) and Denver (Colorado), which are similar in terms of area, population,
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and popularity (in terms of the total number of reviews on the travel website TripAdvisor). All
participants reported to have never visited or lived in either city. For each city, we prepared equalsized POI datasets that contained information for a total of 20 POIs: 14 attractions, and 6 restaurants
or cafes. POIs were chosen based on their high number of reviews on TripAdvisor. For each POI,
five types of information were obtained from various online sources: name, categories, a short
description, coordinates, and approximate cost. Through our unstructured interview prior to the
study, these five were identified as the most important factors users consider when browsing through
and deciding among POIs. The information of each POI was obtained through the TripAdvisor
entry for the POI, tourists’ text reviews (especially to obtain the approximate costs of restaurants
or cafes), or the POI’s official website.
5.1.3 Study Procedure.
The study took place in a computer lab. Each participant was assigned a computer and participants
in the same group were kept at a distance from each other. After reading and signing the informed
consent form, each group was asked to perform the same task twice: to construct and reach a
consensus on a travel itinerary, once with the Control condition and once with the VA condition.
Before each trial, they were provided with an overview of the experimental procedure and a brief
walkthrough of the version of the system to be used for that trial of the task. We verified that
participants thoroughly read the walkthrough documents to ensure that they were aware of the
system features included or excluded in each condition. After each trial, participants were asked to
answer a short survey. To mitigate the influence of ordering effects, the order of the conditions was
counterbalanced by randomly assigning the groups into two sets—one of seven groups and one
of eight—and then randomly assigning the sets to start with the Control or VA conditions. This
resulted in eight groups starting with the Control condition, and seven groups starting with the VA.
Regardless of their condition ordering, all groups considered POIs in the Portland dataset in their
first trial and then those in the Denver dataset in their second trial. The aim of using two datasets

Fig. 6. The two versions of Twine used as conditions in the study differed in the sequence space. The Control
condition (a) only showed the members’ sequences in a row, without the additional interactions supported
by our visual awareness technique. The VA condition (b) incorporated the visual awareness technique:
color-coding of shared nodes (1), ordering details on hover (2), and list of missing nodes (3).
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and fixing their order was to remove learning effects on the datasets between the two trials and to
separate the datasets from the two conditions.
The task consisted of two phases. In the first phase, each member used the individual screen
to construct their preferred sequence, which had to include five to seven POIs. Once all members
submitted their sequences or the assigned time of 10 minutes for the phase was completed, the
group progressed to the second phase. In the second phase, members used the collaborative screen
to discuss, and compare and modify their individual sequences to reach a consensus. The second
phase could be completed once all members shared the same sequence, which would make a “Done”
button clickable. A randomly chosen member in each group would be the only one to be able to
click this button to complete the phase. This member’s only responsibility was to check one last
time, before clicking, that all group members were satisfied with the currently shared sequence.
Participant groups had 20 minutes to complete the second phase—a time decided through a pilot
study. All groups reached a consensus within the assigned time and, on average, did this within
approximately 14 minutes showing that the time provided was sufficient.
During the two phases of the task, participants were asked to imagine that they would actually
travel to the cities in question, and consider their own sincere preferences in relation to the available
POIs. Additionally, they were asked to construct routes of POIs in their itineraries which they
would be realistically willing to follow, and a maximum budget was enforced on the total cost
of POIs included in a sequence. Similar to the formative study, participants were provided with
these instructions and constraints to recreate factors in real-world CoSeq scenarios. By looking at
participants’ messages, we verified that groups actively discussed about these factors—for example,
messages like “isn’t the museum closer” or “let’s not go to the mountain, it’s too far away” were
common.
5.1.4 Measures.
We used mixed methods, integrating both qualitative and quantitative data. For qualitative data,
we collected participants’ responses to the following open-ended survey questions: “Which of the
two versions of the interface better supported your group to reach a consensus and why?”, and “What
changes could be made to the interface to help you perform this task more efficiently or effectively?” For
quantitative data, we considered both survey responses and system logs. Additionally, a discourse
analysis of the chat logs was conducted to gain a detailed understanding of the participant groups’
discussions in each condition. Two of the authors independently open coded all the chat logs (7,251
messages) into potential message classes. Then, the two authors met to merge and narrow down
classes to synthesize a final classification scheme composed of nine classes (see Table 1). Using this
scheme, they jointly coded two chat logs (408 messages, 5.63% of the total) to refine and reach a
mutual understanding on the classes. Finally, they independently coded the remaining chat logs
(Krippendorff’s alpha=0.752) and then discussed to resolve conflicting codes. Our discourse analysis
was based on the method used by Lee et al. [42] to tag the intents of messages by moderators in
chat-based conversations. As this allowed them to observe differences in the discussion behaviors
of moderators, we saw this approach to be suitable to observe condition-based differences in the
participant groups’ discussions. As discussion is a crucial part of the consensus building process,
understanding how the discussions differ between conditions can provide detailed insights regarding
the effect of the visual awareness technique on consensus building in CoSeq.
We evaluated the efficiency and effectiveness of the consensus building process through both
attitudinal and behavioral measures. Attitudinal measures refer to those which evaluate the participants’ subjective opinions and perceptions, while behavioral refer to those which involve observing
participants’ actions during the process.
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Table 1. The classification scheme for messages related to consensus building in CoSeq. The scheme was used
to code all the study chat logs which resulted in 2,142 codes. For each class, the table includes a percentage
that shows the proportion, out of the total count of codes, for which codes from that class accounted for.

Attitudinal Efficiency: Two measures, based on post-survey questions, were used to measure
participants’ perceptions regarding the efficiency of their groups’ consensus building processes. To
measure participants’ perception on the efficiency of the process, a 7-point Likert scale question
in the survey asked, “The tool helped me perform the task of planning a shared itinerary that
was satisfactory to everyone with a small amount of effort.” We refer to this measure as “perceived
efficiency” hereinafter. The survey also contained five questions on NASA-TLX [25], a questionnaire
that measures perceived workload through six questions related to mental demand, physical
demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. We excluded the question on
physical demand in our survey. By inverting the scale for the performance question and averaging
the responses for each question, one measure of cognitive load could be calculated. Additionally,
participants’ responses to the survey’s open-ended question were analyzed to extract insights on
the effect that the visual awareness technique had on the efficiency of their consensus building
processes.
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Behavioral Efficiency: From the system logs of each group and trial, we collected (1) the total
time taken to complete the second phase (i.e., the collaborative phase), (2) the total number of
chat messages sent as a group, and (3) the count of codes for five message classes. Due to the
substantially different proportions of each message class in the chat logs, we only considered
those that were relatively more common for the analysis. The following are the five that were
considered: “Express Opinion”, “Ask for Opinions”, “Propose a Node Selection Decision”, “Propose
a Node Ordering Decision” and “Manage the Discussion”. The degree of similarity or difference
between the group members’ initial sequences can differ between trials, and this can affect the
time and effort needed for the group to reach a consensus. If the sequences were substantially
different, there would be more conflicts on which the group needs to expend time and effort. The
inverse would also be true—similar initial sequences would mean less conflicts, time and effort.
Thus, for each trial, we normalized the efficiency behavioral measures by dividing measured values
by the total initial edit distance (TIED). TIED is the sum of the edit distances between each possible
pair of the group members’ initial sequences. A larger TIED implies that the initial sequences are
largely different to each other, and a smaller TIED implies the sequences are similar to each other.
To keep consistency with the possible actions allowed in the system, the edit distance calculation
only considered add, remove, and move operations—disregarding substitutions.
Attitudinal Effectiveness: Similar to attitudinal efficiency, attitudinal effectiveness was measured
through post-survey questions. To measure the participants’ perception on the effectiveness of the
process, participants were asked a 7-point Likert scale question: “The tool was effective in helping
me perform the task of planning a shared itinerary that was satisfactory to everyone.” We refer to
this measure as “perceived effectiveness” or “perceived group satisfaction” hereinafter. To measure
participants’ individual satisfaction towards the outcome, each participant was shown the sequence
their group reached a consensus on and were asked to rate, on a 7-point Likert scale, their personal
satisfaction towards it. Participants’ responses to the survey’s open-ended question were also
analyzed with consideration to effectiveness.
Behavioral Effectiveness: Due to the subjectivity of exploratory tasks like CoSeq, it is challenging
to quantify the effectiveness of groups’ behaviors or to specify “ground truths” to evaluate their
outcomes against and measure success. However, understanding how varied group members’ initial
sequences were with respect to the group’s final sequence can provide insight into how effective
the consensus building process was at incorporating the preferences of all group members. For
example, if the final sequence is similar to one member’s initial sequence but drastically different
to the other members’ initial sequences, this could imply that only the first member’s preferences
were considered thoroughly. To analyze this variation, we calculated the Gini coefficient for the
edit distances between group members’ initial sequences and their group’s final sequence. A Gini
coefficient closer to 0 indicates that each of the group members’ initial sequences were equally
different from the final sequence, and a value closer to 1 would mean that there was a large
inequality between how much each member had to change their initial sequences to reach the final
sequence.
5.2

Results

For the statistical analysis of measures, we conducted either a paired t-test (if the data was parametric) or a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (if the data was non-parametric). These tests were conducted
as they allow for evaluating the significance of differences between paired samples. To determine
whether the data was parametric or not, we conducted normality tests through a Shapiro-Wilk test.
We found a set of meaningful significant differences between the two conditions. A summary of all
our meaningful results is provided in Table 2.
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Measure
Perceived Efficiency
Aggregated NASA-TLX
Behavioral Time Taken (min)
Number of Messages
Effectiveness Attitudinal Perceived Effectiveness
Sequence Ratings
Behavioral Gini Coefficient
Number of Participants that Preferred the Condition
Efficiency

Attitudinal

Control
5.21 (SD=1.05)
3.27 (SD=1.08)
0.65 (SD=0.20)
10.89 (SD=5.94)
5.21 (SD=1.02)
6.05 (SD=0.70)
0.15 (SD=0.10)
1
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VA
6.21 (SD=0.38) **
2.88 (SD=0.57) *
0.54 (SD=0.20)
8.72 (SD=5.93)
6.07 (SD=0.58) **
6.37 (SD=0.38)
0.17 (SD=0.10)
38
* : p<.05, ** : p<.001

Table 2. A table (top) and plots (bottom) that summarize the results (means and standard deviations) across the
two conditions and for the measures on attitudinal efficiency, behavioral efficiency, attitudinal effectiveness,
and behavioral effectiveness. For the time taken to reach a consensus and the total number of messages sent,
the table and plots show the normalized values. Error bars in the graphs indicate 95% confidence intervals.

5.2.1 Efficiency.
Attitudinal measures indicate that visual awareness can increase participants’ perceived efficiency
and reduce their cognitive workload. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that participants perceived the consensus building process to be more efficient in the VA condition (M=6.21) compared
to in the Control (M=5.21, z=28.0, p<.000, d=1.27) (Table 2, row 2). This signals that participants
perceived that they could reach a consensus with less effort and time when equipped with visual
awareness. Aside from perceived efficiency, participants also perceived their cognitive workload
to be lower when using the visual awareness technique. This is evidenced by the results of a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test of participants’ aggregated NASA-TLX scores. These scores showed
that participants ranked their cognitive workload to be significantly lower in the VA condition
(M=2.88) than in the Control (M=3.27, z=327, p<.05, d=0.45) (Table 2, row 3). This can be due to
the visual awareness allowing the user to externalize their cognition—a benefit that was noted by
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Message Class
Express Opinion
Ask for Opinions
Propose a Node Selection Decision
Propose a Node Ordering Decision
Manage the Discussion

Control
VA
p-value
1.81 (SD=0.83) 1.43 (SD=0.67)
0.03
0.48 (SD=0.26) 0.37 (SD=0.20)
0.05
0.44 (SD=0.27) 0.40 (SD=0.26)
0.97
0.29 (SD=0.17) 0.24 (SD=0.21)
0.96
0.30 (SD=0.27) 0.20 (SD=0.12)
0.15

Table 3. Summary of results for the normalized counts of the five most frequent message classes from our
discourse analysis. Significance tests for each message class were performed through paired t-tests. Only the
classes “Express Opinions” (p=.025) and “Ask for Opinions” (p=.046) showed significant decreases from the
VA condition to the Control.

G2P2: “There was no need to remember in my head which [POI] we all wanted to go to and which
[POI] only I wanted to go to.”
Facilitating Identification Agreements and Disagreements: The increase in perceived efficiency can
be attributed to visual awareness allowing participants to identify agreements and disagreements
between their groups’ preferences with more ease. Participants expressed that they could identify
agreements and disagreements between members’ preferences with more ease in the VA condition.
For example, G7P2 mentioned that the visual support allowed them to reduce their time needed
to identify agreements: “It was easy to see at a glance all the [POIs] that I shared with my group
members and this helped me save time in identifying agreement in opinions.” G2P3 explained that, in
the VA condition, their effort to notice and resolve disagreements was reduced: “[The VA condition]
allowed me to see disagreements in opinion within my group as a whole and to easily correct these.”
Supporting Expression and Recognition of Preferences: Our discourse analysis results indicate that
the VA condition reduced groups’ efforts in discussing preferences. The discourse analysis showed
that participants mentioned their own preferences with approximately 21% less frequency in the
VA condition than in the Control (p=.025, d=0.47) (Table 3, row 2). They also inquired about their
group members’ preferences with approximately 22% less frequency in the VA condition than in
the Control (p=.046, d=0.50) (Table 3, row 3). Several participants mentioned that the visual support
allowed them to easily recognize their group members’ preferences regarding node selections:
“With the feature, it was possible to see what other members wanted or did not want immediately.
(G5P1)” Additionally, a couple of participants noted that preferences regarding node orderings
were also more easily noticed in the VA condition: “It was easy to see the position of a [node] in my
friend’s itinerary by hovering over that [node] in my itinerary. (G3P3)”
Drawbacks of Visual Awareness: However, while our analysis of time taken and the total number
of messages showed reduced effort, the differences were not significant. A paired t-test analysis
of the normalized time taken to reach a consensus was lower in the VA condition (M=.535) when
compared to the Control (M=.650), but only with marginal significance (p=.06) (Table 2, row 4).
Similar results were shown for the normalized number of messages between the VA (M=8.72)
and Control conditions (M=10.9, p=.06) (Table 2, row 5). The lack of significant differences in
overall time taken or number of messages—despite significant decreases in cognitive workload and
messages discussing preferences—imply that visual awareness can decrease effort related to only
some portions of the consensus building process in CoSeq tasks. For instance, groups dedicated
relatively the same amount of effort in proposing alternatives (Table 3, rows 4 and 5) and managing
the discussion (Table 3, row 6). Decreasing the time and effort related to these discussion aspects
could potentially reduce the overall time and effort. On the other hand, it is possible that having
visual awareness available introduced additional time and effort to the process. For example, some
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participants brought up usability issues regarding the visual awareness technique. G5P2 expressed
that navigating the VA condition could be challenging due to the amount of information contained
in it: “Crowding [several features] into a small screen made it look somewhat chaotic.” On the other
hand, G4P2 felt difficulty in learning how to use certain components: “It was the first time using the
‘add and move’ feature which made it difficult to become familiar with it and properly use it within a
short time.”
5.2.2 Effectiveness.
Similar to our results for efficiency, attitudinal measures show that visual awareness can increase
the perceived effectiveness of the consensus building process in CoSeq. A Wilcoxon signed-rank
test showed that participants perceived the consensus building process in their CoSeq task to be
more effective in the VA condition (M=6.07) than in the Control condition (M=5.21, z=20.0, p<.000,
d=1.03) (Table 2, row 6). Also, a paired t-test showed that participants’ satisfaction ratings for their
final sequences were higher in the VA condition (M=6.37), but the differences with the Control
condition (M=6.04) were not significant (p=.09) (Table 2, row 7). These results show that, with visual
awareness, participants perceived the consensus building process to be more effective at increasing
satisfaction at the group level, but that the technique had no significant effect in their individual
satisfaction. This disparity in the effect of visual awareness on satisfaction at individual and group
levels could be attributed to the fact that participants’ individual satisfaction ratings were relatively
high (ratings higher than 6), irrespective of the condition. However, this could also suggest that
a trade-off may exist between increasing the overall satisfaction of a group and increasing the
satisfaction of individual members.
Members Modified Individual Sequences by Similar Degrees: Across all groups and trials, the
average Gini coefficient for the edit distance between group members’ initial sequences and their
groups’ final sequences was 0.158. As this value is relatively close to zero, this implies that there
were no large variations in how much each member of a group had to modify their initial sequences
to reach their group’s final or agreed on sequence. Additionally, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
showed that the Gini coefficient values did not differ significantly between when participants had
the VA condition (M=0.17) or the Control condition (M=0.15, z=52, p=.49) (Table 2, row 8). This
result implies that members in each group made a relatively equal amount of changes to reach a
consensus, regardless of whether they had visual awareness or not.
Influencing the Discussion Process: A couple of participants described how their groups’ discussion
processes differed in the VA condition. For example, G10P3 described that, with the visual awareness
technique, their group reached a consensus by first establishing the nodes that were selected by
all members, and then discussing each node selected by at least one group member: “We tried to
include all the locations that all our members selected. Then, we discussed to decide on whether to
include those locations that were only selected by one or two members.” G12P1 noted a similar process:
“We fixed those POIs that were shared by the whole group and then discussed the other POIs that each
member wanted.” As explained by the participants, this type of process allowed for all the selection
decisions of each member to be discussed by the group.
Encouraging Preference Adjustments: An additional effect of the VA condition that was noted
by several participants was that, as it visualized others’ preferences, it encouraged them to adjust
their opinions. For example, G11P1 noted that, after noticing their members’ preferences with the
visual support, they addressed these preferences in the discussion to readjust their own opinions:
“By easily knowing who wanted to go to which location, we could ask that person about their opinion
and tune our own opinions accordingly.” As the visual awareness technique in the VA condition
highlighted major differences between the user’s sequence and their group members’ sequences,
G8P2 noted that this encouraged them to make modifications: “I quickly reduced my differences
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in opinion by seeing [nodes] that I selected but none of my group members selected colored in grey.”
Similarly, G13P3 explained that the list of missing nodes allowed them to notice nodes that their
other members shared and that this led them to adjust their individual sequence: “Having a separate
list for locations that I didn’t select but my members did allowed me to conveniently adjust my opinions
to match my members’ opinions.”
Increasing Efficiency can Increase Effectiveness: There is some evidence that, by increasing the
efficiency of the process, the VA condition granted certain groups the freedom to assess their
decisions more carefully. G7P2 mentioned that, while their group approached the time limit in
the Control condition, their group had time left after reaching a consensus in the VA condition
which allowed them to reassess their final sequence and consider more alternatives: “With the [VA
condition], we were able to reach an agreement in less time which allowed us to have the leisure to look
at the plan we created once more and to consider other possible options.” Additionally, G6P1 noted that,
by simplifying certain aspects of the task, the VA condition allowed them to attentively consider
their satisfaction towards the ordering of nodes as they decided on their selection: “[With the VA
condition], I could look more at the map. As a result, I could see, while making the plan, whether it
was following the optimal path in the map. In the [Control condition], I only realized that the path
was jumbled up once we had completed the plan.”
Need for Additional Information: Lastly, several participants expressed a need for information
beyond what was provided by the system. For example, G1P2 mentioned a need to see other
travelers’ opinions on POIs: “It would be better if reviews from other people were included for [each
POI], as it was difficult to decide just by reading the descriptions.” Additionally, several participants
demanded details on transportation and travel time between POIs: “It was a bit uncomfortable since
there was no information on the amount of time needed to walk between POIs or if public transportation
is available. (G13P3)” A couple of participants requested that the system link to external resources
as they felt that the information provided by the system was insufficient: “It would be good if clicking
on a POI would open a website with information about that location. (G11P2)”
6

DISCUSSION

Despite being a subclass of collaborative planning tasks, CoSeq is complex and introduces its own
unique challenges. Our system Twine introduces a novel and customized solution to this type of
task by building upon social theories, prior systems, and an empirical investigation. Below, we
interpret the observed effects that our system had on the efficiency and effectiveness of CoSeq
tasks.
6.1

Efficiency

In terms of efficiency, our visual awareness technique appeared to reduce the effort dedicated
to discussing preferences and, thereby, improved perceived efficiency. However, we observed no
significant decrease in the time and effort needed to reach a consensus. We contemplate that this
mixed effect is possibly due to the lack of support for identifying alternatives and the focus required
to use the technique.
Overall, participants perceived the process to be more efficient and their cognitive workload to
be reduced with visual awareness. By showing the user their members’ preferences in relation to
their own, visual awareness could allow the user to easily perceive their members’ preferences on
node selection and ordering. As members’ preferences were more salient, group members may
have felt less need to explicitly inquire about each others’ preferences or mention their own during
the discussion—a result reflected by our discourse analysis. The process of revealing opinions or
preferences is a key step in reaching a consensus [10] and, indeed, explicit discussion of preferences
accounted for most of groups’ discussions—as evidenced by the message class statistics. Therefore,
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this demonstrates that visual awareness can increase the perceived efficiency of the consensus
building process in CoSeq tasks by decreasing the effort expended in a major step of the process.
Despite improvements in perception, our results showed no significant decreases in the overall
time and effort (i.e., number of messages). As mentioned by a couple of participants, using the
visual awareness technique incurred additional individual effort which could have resulted in
mixed-focus [23]—focus is divided between an individual task (navigating the visual awareness
support) and a group task (the consensus building discussion). As a result, discussions could have
been delayed as members awaited others’ responses. Additionally, our technique is limited as it
supports the comparison of chosen alternatives, but not the identification of new alternatives. The
exploration and discussion of new alternatives requires effort and can be a major bottleneck in
consensus building and, in our study, it occurred frequently—21.9% of all message class counts were
proposing alternatives (Table 1, rows 4 and 5). However, our visual awareness technique provides
no direct support for this sub-process of consensus building which may have led to our system’s
inability to significantly increase overall efficiency.
6.2

Effectiveness

Regarding effectiveness, visual awareness appears to encourage groups to consider the preferences
of all members—positively affecting participants’ perceptions on their groups’ satisfaction. Encouraging the user to consider others’ preferences, however, can also push them to conform with
their groups despite holding disagreements. Thus, our visual awareness technique could have also
negatively impacted satisfaction at an individual level—resulting in the absence of a significant
difference in individual satisfaction during our study.
In terms of perceived group-level satisfaction, our technique could increase awareness of preferences and allow participants to more easily consider all of their members’ preferences. Thus,
participants could have been encouraged to cooperate, either by tuning their own preferences to
match their group members’ or by bringing up others’ preferences during the discussion. Similar
to our results, Hong et al. [29] demonstrated that increasing the salience of preferences encourages
groups to holistically consider members’ preferences. In our study, some groups even leveraged
visual awareness to structure their discussions to ensure that all of their members’ selection preferences had been addressed. Therefore, by encouraging cooperation and a holistic consideration of
members, visual awareness could increase the user’s confidence in their groups’ satisfaction with
the final sequence—increasing perceived effectiveness.
Despite improving perceptions on group-level satisfaction, the visual awareness technique
did not significantly increase individual satisfaction towards the final sequence. This contrast
in group and individual satisfaction could be attributed to visual awareness allowing groups to
easily distinguish disagreeing members and, thus, encouraging the agreeing majority to demand
adjustments from the disagreeing member. However, our discourse analysis showed that these
demanding messages only accounted for around 1% of all message classes (Table 1, row 9) and did not
differ between conditions. Alternatively, it is possible that group members were socially pressured
to make changes themselves—without demands from other members—as the technique spotlights
sequence changes that reduce disagreements (e.g., the plus button in the list of missing nodes).
This could imply groupthink [34]—members hold unresolved disagreements even if superficial
consensus is reached—and lower individual satisfaction [43].
6.3

Design Factors and Considerations

The value of our work lies in exploring the nature of CoSeq and introducing a system that takes a
first step at supporting said tasks. However, CoSeq tasks are diverse and constituted by various
factors that affect the design of effective support. To aid future work in this space, we characterize
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factors relevant to CoSeq tasks: group size, group hierarchy, sequence length, number of alternative
items, and opinion aspects. For each of these factors, we discuss what our work and previous work
have identified and suggest considerations for designers aiming to support CoSeq tasks.
Group size: In our work, we explored CoSeq tasks in the context of small groups. We demonstrated that, even in small groups, several challenges inhibit consensus building in CoSeq tasks. For
instance, despite groups only having three members, groups had to expend effort to mitigate the
“chaotic” [17] or disorganized [28] nature of chat-based discussions—around 8% of all message class
counts were of the managing type. In CoSeq tasks with larger groups, this problem will likely be
amplified and alternative design choices may be required. For example, Zhang et al. [66] allowed
groups of more than 10 crowdworkers to coordinate their sequencing with a to-do list, instead of a
discussion. Alternatively, discussions of larger groups can be supported by employing a dedicated
mediator [42], or by adopting more organized forms of communication (e.g., threaded discussion
forums or scripted chat [16]).
Group hierarchy: Most investigations into CoSeq tasks have focused on groups with relatively
flat hierarchies—members hold similar status. Our work focused on groups of friends, and previous
work focused on crowdworkers [52, 66] or conference organizers [37]. However, in groups with
a leader or large status differences, the opinions of high status members can precede the group’s
collective opinions. Thus, the support required by these groups may differ and requires further
study. However, we believe that the benefit of visual awareness in facilitating the comparison of
opinions can still serve a purpose in these hierarchical groups. For example, the system can be
adapted to allow all members to participate in individual sequencing, but only allowing high status
members to use visual awareness to compare and discuss the sequences. This would enable the
high status members to maintain the authority of making the final decision while informing them
about their groups’ opinions.
Sequence length: We investigated CoSeq tasks which involved short to medium-length sequences (five to seven nodes). With sequences of these lengths, our results showed that visual
awareness could hamper efficiency by displaying excessive information. Thus, in tasks with shorter
sequences, it can be preferable to not include visual awareness as perceiving preferences would be
easier, making the additional interactive components more distracting than beneficial. In scenarios
with longer sequences, visual awareness could be designed such that the amount of information
presented at a time is manageable and comprehensible. For example, Monroe et al. [47] simplified
long health records into shorter sequences—although their support focused on the comparison of a
large number of sequences.
Number of alternative items: In our study, groups constructed sequences from a set of 20
alternative items (i.e., POIs). As previously discussed, identifying and discussing new alternatives
could be a major bottleneck in CoSeq tasks. In scenarios with small to medium-sized set of alternatives, support for the identification of new alternative selections or orderings could overcome
this bottleneck. For example, natural language processing could be used to analyze a group’s
discussion and suggest alternatives. However, if there are hundreds or thousands of alternative
items, concurrently exploring selections and orderings may be inefficient. For instance, Kim et
al. [37] investigated the scheduling of hundreds of papers for a conference. Thus, their support
was designed to allow organizers to first allocate papers into sessions (i.e., selection) and, after
allocation, organizers discussed to decide on the order of papers within the sessions.
Opinion aspects (e.g., preference, knowledge, or expertise): In our work, we focused on a
CoSeq task in which group members’ opinions are mainly based on their subjective preferences.
We controlled for other aspects, such as knowledge or expertise, by ensuring that none of the
participants had previously visited the cities presented in the study. However, in more serious CoSeq
domains, such as managing software teams’ workflows or scheduling admissions to intensive care
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units, the integration of individual members’ expertise and knowledge may be more crucial than
considering preferences. Thus, when designing support for a CoSeq task, it is critical to consider
which aspects of opinions are relevant to the domain and how to support awareness of these—e.g.,
allow members to specify their expertise and visualize this in relation to sequences.
7

LIMITATIONS

Our studies allowed us to acquire a deeper understanding of the design of visual awareness to
support consensus building in CoSeq, and the effect of this type of support on the efficiency
and effectiveness of the said process. However, we acknowledge that our work has the following
limitations:
• Group type: We conducted our study with groups of friends to control for group dynamics. In our summative study, the average total initial edit distance for all the sessions was
23.4 (SD=4.52), which indicates that participants in the same group had relatively different
preferences and that they engaged in conflicts. However, compared to other types of groups
(e.g., strangers, co-workers, or family members), groups of friends are more likely to be
similar in personality, preferences, and be more close to each other. These similarities could
have helped participant groups reach a consensus with more ease and, thus, affected the
generalizability of our results. To gain a more comprehensive understanding, further work
could investigate CoSeq tasks with diverse types of groups or while varying the degree of
similarities in personality between group members.
• Group size: We conducted our study with groups of three. Since groups had an odd number
of members, it is possible that majority control occurred in some groups—i.e., two members
agree and the remaining member is pressured to agree. While our discourse analysis showed
that participants rarely demanded others to make sequence changes and majority control
could also occur in even numbered groups, further work with diverse group sizes (e.g., larger
or even-numbered) is needed to verify the effect of this phenomenon in CoSeq tasks.
• Chosen CoSeq domain: Although we believe that our findings and implications are applicable to a variety of CoSeq task types, our studies focused on travel itinerary planning. We
acknowledge that the characteristics of travel planning, such as the geographical distances
between POIs, may have affected the consensus building processes we observed. Although
other CoSeq tasks may also have dependencies (e.g., topics which are prerequisites to others
in course scheduling), further work is needed to validate the generalizability of our findings.
• Task complexity: In our studies, participants only considered sequences including five to
seven nodes. The design considerations of visual awareness and its effect may differ in more
complex tasks.
• Controlled setting: Our summative study was designed as a controlled lab experiment
to concentrate on understanding the effects of visual awareness. However, the study does
not fully represent real-world situations (e.g., asynchronous and remote settings). Future
work could explore the effects of visual awareness in CoSeq in diverse settings through a
deployment study.
8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we illustrate the challenges of consensus building in CoSeq tasks and provide insights
into how to support the process. We conducted a formative study through which we extracted
a set of design requirements for supporting visual awareness in CoSeq. Based on these design
requirements, we presented a novel technique and instantiated it in Twine, a collaborative travel
itinerary planning system. Leveraging the system as a research apparatus, we presented findings
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from a summative study. We found that visual awareness can increase the efficiency of consensus
building by facilitating the communication of preferences, and the identification and resolution
of conflicts. Additionally, we found from participants’ responses that visual awareness can also
implicitly structure discussions to allow for fair participation, and encourage group members to
be more cooperative and considerate. We anticipate that our findings and our visual awareness
technique can guide and inspire the design of future applications to support a wide variety of
CoSeq tasks.
9
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